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ABSTRACT
Polymer-matrix composites (PMCs) with dispersed Si nanoparticles have been fabricated
and investigated for their dielectric and mechanical properties for the first time. It is found that Si
nanofillers significantly enhance the dielectric constant of the nanocomposites while preserve the
low loss tangent of the Bisphenol E cyanate ester (BECy) matrix. Meanwhile, incorporation of Si
nanoparticles effectively stiffens the polymer, as manifested by the large increase in the storage
modulus. Furthermore, the AC conductivity of the composite is observed to decrease under
compressive mechanical stresses due to the piezoresistive effect of Si. Therefore, these novel
Si/BECy nanocomposites simultaneously display mechanical load-carrying, electric energystoring and stress-sensing capabilities, very promising for multifunctional devices such as
structural capacitors.
Keywords: A. Si nanoparticles; A. Polymer-matrix composites; B. Electrical properties; B.
Mechanical properties; Stress-sensing
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PMCs – Polymer-matrix composites
BECy – Bisphenol E cyanate ester

1. Introduction
Polymer-matrix composites have been widely studied and applied as structural materials
because of their excellent mechanical properties, such as high strength, toughness and stiffness.
In recent years, multifunctional PMCs, materials that can accomplish multiple performance
objectives in a single system, have attracted much interest worldwide because of demands for
weight reduction and energy efficiency in vehicles and engineering devices. For example,
structural capacitors, electrical capacitors also capable of carrying mechanical loads, can lead to
remarkable weight savings in space vehicles [1-3].
The dielectric materials proposed for structural capacitors are polymer-matrix composites
with various nanofillers to improve both dielectric and mechanical properties. Previous work on
composite dielectrics mainly focused on polymers with ferroelectric ceramic or conductive fillers
[4], where mechanical properties were usually not tested or reported [5,6]. Incorporating metal
nanoparticles, such as Ni, Ag, and Al [7-9], can lead to a remarkably high dielectric constant
when the volume fraction of nanofillers approaches the percolation threshold [10]. However,
these composites are not expected to be effective dielectric materials due to the accompanied
high dielectric loss tangent and conductivity. When mechanical properties are concerned,
incorporation of carbon nanotubes is a better choice due to its high Young's modulus. But again
the dielectric loss tangent and electrical conductivity in these nanocomposites are too high for
capacitive applications [10-12].
In this article we report a novel polymer-matrix composite filled with Si nanoparticles.
Compared to the composites mentioned above, PMCs with dispersed Si nanoparticles are
expected to be an excellent candidate for structural capacitors. Firstly, Si is semiconductive and
hence is expected to improve the dielectric constant of the composites. As the dielectrics in
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electrical capacitors, a higher dielectric constant leads to a higher energy storage volume density.
Secondly, the native SiO2 surface layer on individual Si nanoparticles is highly insulating and
will block long range charge transport. As a result, a low dielectric loss tangent is expected in the
nanocomposites. Thirdly, Si displays a much higher Young’s modulus and a lower density than
Al and Ag. Apparently, Si is more effective in stiffening the polymer matrix for structural
functions while keeping a relatively low density for weight savings. Furthermore, Si displays the
highest piezoresistive effect of known materials and has been widely used in mechanical stress
sensors [13,14]. Recently Si nanostructrues were found to exhibit a piezoresistive coefficient ~40
times greater than in bulk Si [15]. Therefore, incorporating Si nanostructures into a polymer
matrix could potentially lead to nanocomposites with a stress-sensing capability.
In the present work, bisphenol E cyanate ester (BECy) is used as the polymer matrix to
demonstrate the multifunctional nanocomposite. BECy is a high-temperature thermoset with an
excellent mechanical performance and thermal stability as well as very low dielectric loss
tangent [16,17]. Furthermore, the BECy monomer shows an extremely low viscosity in the range
of 0.09 to 0.12 Pas at processing temperatures [18], a critical trait for uniformly mixing Si
nanoparticles.

2. Experimental

2.1 Synthesis of Si/BECy nanocomposites
Si nanoparticles were acquired from a commercial source (Nanostructured & Amorphous
Materials, Inc., USA). Since a continuous layer of SiO2 is critical to keeping the dielectric loss
low in resulting nanocomposites, the acquired Si nanoparticles were heat treated in air at 500 °C
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for 2 hours. This procedure removes possible organic residuals and ensures the existence of an
insulating layer of SiO2 on the nanoparticle surface. Right before the mixing with the BECy
monomer, the heat treated Si-nanoparticles were dried in air at 200 °C for 10 hours to minimize
the absorbed moisture [19]. The BECy monomer (TenCate Advanced Composites, USA) was
mixed with an organometallic-based polymerization catalyst supplied by the manufacturer in a
ratio of 100:3. The mixtures were incorporated with heat treated and dried Si nanoparticles, then
sonicated and mixed at 1-2 minute intervals employing a sonic dismembrater (Model 100, Fisher
Scientific, USA). Following sonication, systems were centrifuged for approximately 10 minutes
to remove possible air bubbles to complete the homogenization. The slurry was passed into a 1-3
mm thick steel mold using a 10 mL syringe and cured in a rotational oven. Composites with 10,
18, and 26 vol.% of Si nanoparticles were made. The plate samples were machined and then
polished smoothly for subsequent measurements.

2.2 Characterization of Si/BECy nanocomposites
The heat treated Si nanoparticles were examined by transmission electron microscopy
(Tecnai F20, FEI, USA) operated at 200 kV. Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was conducted
in order to accurately determine the Si nanoparticle loadings in the processed composites.
Fracture surfaces of composite samples were examined by scanning electron microscopy
(Quanta FEG 250, FEI, USA) to exam the particle dispersion in the polymer matrix. Dielectric
properties of nanocomposites and neat BECy were characterized with a Novocontrol dielectric
spectrometer (Novocontrol Technologies, Germany) in a frequency range from 1 Hz to 1 MHz at
a series of temperatures up to 200 °C. Dielectric breakdown strength of the composites was
evaluated by a CEAST Dielectric Rigidity Instrument (Instron, USA) in a voltage ramp rate of
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0.5 kV/s and a current intensity of 10 mA. Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) was conducted
using a TA Q800 instrument at a heating rate of 3 °C/min. The AC electrical conductivity of the
nanocomposites under compressive stresses from 0 to 90 MPa was measured at 1 MHz with an
LCR meter (Model E4980a, Agilent, USA) in conjunction with a mechanical loading frame
(Model 5569, Instron, USA).

3. Results and Discussion
Figure 1 is a transmission electron microscopy micrograph of a representative Si
nanoparticle used for composite fabrication. It is evident that Si nanoparticles are spherical in
shape with diameters c.a. 50 nm. In addition, a continuous amorphous SiO2 layer (~2 nm) is
formed on the surface of the crystalline silicon particle. This continuous and highly insulating
layer ensures that charge transport under applied electric fields is confined within individual
particles. Polymer-matrix composites reinforced with Si nanoparticles of this core-shell
morphology are expected to exhibit increased dielectric constant while preserving the low
dielectric loss of the polymer matrix. This is an effective mechanism to elevate the composite
percolation threshold in order to realize high volume fraction loadings of Si, as is demonstrated
below.
Figure 2 shows the weight loss of two composites as a function of temperature during
heating from 25 to 800 °C. Up to 100 °C, no obvious weight loss is observed, indicating very
little moisture content in both composites. After a complete polymer decomposition at
temperatures above 700 °C, the weight fraction is 18 % and 40 %, respectively, for the two
composites. The two composites, therefore, contain approximately 10 vol.% and 26 vol.%,
respectively, of Si nanoparticles.
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Scanning electron microscopy images of the fracture surface of these two composites
reveal the nanofiller dispersion in the matrix. As shown in Figure 3, nanoparticles disperse
uniformly in the matrix in the 10 vol.% Si composite. However, some extent of nanoparticle
agglomeration seems to have occurred in the composite with 26 vol.% Si loading. This may be
one of the reasons for the low dielectric breakdown strength observed in this composite, as will
be discussed later.
Figure 4 shows the dielectric constant εr and loss tangent tanδ of Si/BECy
nanocomposites measured from 1 Hz to 1 MHz at room temperature (25 oC). The results of neat
BECy are also included for comparison. The incorporation of Si nanoparticles increases the
dielectric constant of composites. Specifically, the dielectric constant εr at 1 Hz of the
nanocomposite with 26 vol.% Si is about 2.5 times that of neat BECy at the same frequency. The
dielectric constant of neat BECy (εr = 2.98 at 1 MHz) shows a very weak frequency dependence.
This frequency dependence is still very weak in the nanocomposite with 10 vol.% nanofillers and
is slightly increased in the 26 vol.% Si nanocomposite. The maximum dielectric loss tangent of
neat BECy polymer at room temperature is around 0.6 % in the measurement frequency range,
despite the slight frequency dependence corresponding to dielectric relaxation in the polymer.
Incorporating 10 vol.% of Si nanoparticles increases this value slightly to around 1.1% while the
loss tangent is still below 1.7 % even in the nanocomposite with a Si loading of 26 vol.%. The
high dielectric constant and the low dielectric loss tangent of Si/BECy nanocomposites could
contribute to the potential application in electrical capacitors.
In order to evaluate the temperature effect on dielectric properties of these Si/BECy
nanocomposites, dielectric characterization was further carried out in a series of temperatures
from 50 to 200 C. The results for selected temperatures are shown in Figure 5. It is evident that
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the dielectric constant εr of Si/BECy nanocomposites is very stable against temperature change.
Most importantly, the dielectric loss tangent remains low throughout the entire test temperature
range. The nanocomposite with 10 vol.% Si exhibits maximum tanδ values between 1.2 % and
1.7 % in the frequency and temperature range of test, while the nanocomposite with 26 vol.% Si
displays a maximum tanδ value below 2.5 % at temperatures up to 200 °C. The high thermal
stability of the dielectric properties of Si/BECy nanocomposites indicates that they are good
candidates for dielectrics in capacitors at elevated temperature.
The dielectric constant (εr) and loss tangent (tanδ) measured at 1 kHz at room temperature
(25 °C) and 200 °C are listed in Table 1 for direct comparison. In addition, the dielectric
breakdown strength (Ebr) was measured and tabulated. A significant decrease in Ebr is seen with
the increase in Si nanoparticle loadings. This anticipated decrease is due to the intensification of
the actual electric field at the interface between the conductive Si nanoparticle and the insulating
polymer. Therefore, these Si/BECy nanocomposites are expected to perform well only under low
electrical fields. For high power applications, surface modification of the Si nanoparticle is
needed to improve the dielectric breakdown strength of nanocomposites.
For multifunctional applications, mechanical properties of the Si/BECy nanocomposite
are also of interest. Figure 6 presents the results from the dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)
tests which shows the temperature dependence of the storage modulus (E') of Si/BECy
nanocomposites. The E of neat BECy was also measured and displayed for comparison. These
measurements also identify the variation of glass transition temperature (Tg) with Si loading. The
E at room temperature and Tg of Si/BECy nanocomposites and neat BECy are also listed in
Table 1. E' at room temperature is increased by 22 % and 89 %, respectively, by incorporating
10 vol.% and 26 vol.% Si into the BECy matrix. In contrast, Tg varies only slightly with Si
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addition, indicating the maintained high thermal stability of nanocomposites compared with
BECy matrix. The Si nanoparticle, thus, is a promising material to reinforce the BECy polymer
matrix while largely preserving its thermal stability.
The enhanced and thermally stable dielectric and mechanical properties observed in these
nanocomposites indicate that they are promising functional materials. Actually these Si/BECy
nanocomposites display comparable mechanical and dielectric properties as BaTiO3/BECy
composites [4, 19]. However, in order to be eventually utilized in structural capacitors, these
composites reinforced with Si-nanoparticles need to be further investigated for properties
including fracture toughness, tensile strength, fracture strain, etc. From the point of view for
mechanical reinforcement, a different morphology such as Si-nanowires, would be more
effective. However, a uniform dispersion of these nanowires in the BECy matrix would be more
difficult to achieve. Another issue is related to the electrical property. Utilizing one dimensional
nanofillers leads to a lower percolation limit than isodimensional nanoparticles [12]. As a result,
a higher dielectric loss is expected in composites reinforced with Si-nanowires.
In addition to the enhancement of dielectric and mechanical properties, the dielectric
constant and loss tangent of Si/BECy composites (18 vol.% and 26 vol.% Si loading) were
measured at 1 MHz under compressive stress from 0 to 90 MPa. The AC conductivity could be
calculated using the equation below,

AC = r0tan
where  is the angular frequency, 0 is the dielectric permittivity of free space, r is the dielectric
constant and tan is the loss tangent of the composite. The dielectric constant of the composites
is calculated from the capacitance reading from the measurement, showing an increase with
respect to compressive stresses. The loss tangent of the composites, however, displays an
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apparent drop with increasing stress. For neat BECy, as shown in Figure 7, no stress dependence
of AC conductivity is observed within the test range. In contrast, a gradual decrease in AC
conductivity is observed in Si/BECy composites as the compressive stress increases. At the stress
level of 90 MPa, the relative decrease in AC conductivity is 4 % and 6.5 % for the 18 vol.% and
26 vol.% Si loading, respectively. This stress dependent AC conductivity in the composites is
obviously originated from the piezoresistive effect in Si. Therefore, these nanocomposites also
have the potential to display a stress-sensing capability, which is expected to be dramatically
enhanced by higher loadings of Si nanofillers with different shapes and specified orientations.
The development of Si-nanowire/BECy composites for a stronger piezoresistive effect is
currently underway.

4. Conclusions
In summary, we have fabricated Si nanoparticle/BECy composites and investigated their
thermal, dielectric, and mechanical properties. Incorporation of Si nanoparticles significantly
enhances the dielectric constant and largely preserves the low dielectric loss, while maintaining
their weak frequency and temperature dependence. Si nanoparticles have also been demonstrated
to be very effective in stiffening the polymeric nanocomposites. The excellent thermal stability
of the BECy polymer matrix has been maintained in the composites. These properties indicate
that the novel Si/BECy nanocomposites are very promising for future structural capacitor
applications. In addition, the incorporation of Si nanoparticles imparts a unique mechanical
stress-sensing capability to these nanocomposites.
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Figure 1 TEM micrograph of Si nanoparticles after heat treated in air at 500 C for 2 hrs.
Figure 2 Weight fraction as a function of temperature in TGA tests of the 10 vol.% and 26 vol.%
Si loading composites.
Figure 3 SEM images of fracture surfaces of the (a) 10 vol.% and (b) 26 vol.% Si loading
composites.
Figure 4 Frequency dependence of dielectric properties at room temperature in Sinanoparticle/BECy composites and neat BECy polymer. (a) Dielectric constant εr; (b)
Dielectric loss tangent tanδ.
Figure 5 Frequency dependence of dielectric properties at a series of temperatures of Sinanoparticle/BECy composites. Dielectric constant of nanocomposites with (a) 10 vol.%
and (b) 26 vol.% Si-nanoparticles; loss tangent of nanocomposites with (c) 10 vol.% and
(d) 26 vol.% Si-nanoparticles.
Figure 6 Storage modulus (E') of Si-nanoparticle/BECy composites and neat BECy polymer as a
function of temperature.
Figure 7 AC conductivity of Si-nanoparticle/BECy composites and neat BECy polymer as a
function of compressive stress at 1 MHz at room temperature.
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Table 1. Selected dielectric and mechanical properties.

εr at 1 kHz

tanδ [%] at 1 kHz
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[MV/m]

E' [GPa]
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